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The Colorectal Cancer Alliance is a national organization committed to ending colorectal cancer within our 
lifetime. We are your allies — a national network of passionate survivors, caregivers and advocates dedicated to 
helping you and your family navigate all aspects of the disease, from diagnosis and treatment to a lifetime of 
progression-free survival. We are a community of people eager to share experiences, address your concerns, 
and answer your questions. We understand the different stages of the colon cancer journey because we’ve 
been there. We are here for you when you need us because we believe tomorrow can’t wait. 

Financial Assistance and 
Insurance Resources
Testing your tumor for biomarkers is a must for all patients diagnosed with metastatic colorectal cancer. The 
results from the test will help determine a personalized treatment plan that will work best with your cancer.

Insurance and financial concerns can sometimes be a challenge. Below are resources that might help with 
your biomarker testing journey.

Biomarker Testing Financial Assistance Programs
• Foundation Medicine’s FoundationAccess program provides resources and financial support 

by working with Medicare, TRICARE, Cigna and BlueCross BlueShield insurance plans. For more 
information, contact foundationmedicine.com, (877) 246-9204.

• Tempus accepts all insurance plans, offers financial assistance based on household income, and takes 
into account all life circumstances. For more information contact tempus.com, (800) 739-4137.

• NeoGenomics participates with most insurance plans. For more information on their financial 
assistance program, contact neogenomics.com, (866) 776-5907.

• Caris’s Compassionate Care financial assistance program works with all insurance plans. For more 
information, contact carislifesciences.com, (888) 979-8669.

• Admera Health accepts all insurance plans and offers discounted pricing to mitigate out-of-pocket 
costs. For more information, contact admerahealth.com or (908) 222-0533.

Tips for Navigating Insurance
• Insurance companies can be reluctant to cover testing due to cost. Having your physician’s support 

will help. Ask for documentation that you can use to advocate for insurance approval.

• Most of the biomarker testing companies have dedicated financial assistance programs, like the 
ones above, that will also help navigate authorization and file an appeal. If you are left with a patient 
responsibility, they can work with you to mitigate those costs.

• Know your yearly out-of-pocket maximum and be aware when it resets as plan benefits tend to 
change from year to year.

• Verify out-of-network coverage and whether cross-accumulation is in place. Prior to your treatment, 
always discuss potential costs with your healthcare team.

• If you are uninsured, the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act provides private health insurance. 
Options depend on your state, age and income level. Visit Healthcare.gov for more information.

For further assistance, contact the Alliance’s Helpline at 877-422-2030 to speak with a certified patient & 
family support navigator.
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